
instructions for

tyre storage/transport dolly
model no: str006

thank you for purchasing a sealey product. Manufactured to a high standard, this product will, if used according to these instructions, 
and properly maintained, give you years of trouble free performance.

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. NOTE THE SAFE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS, WARNINGS & CAUTIONS. USE 
THE PRODUCT CORRECTLY AND WITH CARE FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH IT IS INTENDED. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY CAUSE DAMAGE AND/OR 
PERSONAL INJURY AND WILL INVALIDATE THE WARRANTY. KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS SAFE FOR FUTURE USE.

1. saFety
 �   WarnIng! use tyre dolly on level and solid ground, preferably concrete. ensure the floor over which the tyre dolly will be transported is  

 swept clean.
 �   WarnIng! do not use on tarmacadam or any other soft surface as the tyre dolly may sink or topple. 
 �   WarnIng! if a loaded tyre dolly tips or leans stop what your are doing. moVe QuicKly to a safe distance. 

 do not try to hold or steady the tyre dolly.
 9   use tyre dolly in a suitable work area, keep area clean and tidy and free from unrelated materials. ensure there is adequate   

 lighting.
 9   Before use, ensure that the size and weight of the wheels is known. do not exceed the capacity of the tyre dolly. 
 9   maintain correct balance and footing when loading or moving the tyre dolly. ensure the floor is not slippery and wear non-slip   

 footwear.
 9   observe correct manual handling techniques when loading wheels on to the tyre dolly. if in any doubt, obtain assistance.
 9   ensure that tyres are loaded onto the tyre dolly such that all tyres are concentric to it and that the stack is stable.  
 9   apply castor wheel brake when the tyre dolly is stationary. 
 �   WarnIng! do not use tyre dolly if any parts are damaged or missing. 
 8   do not allow untrained persons to use the tyre dolly.  
 8   do not use the tyre dolly when you are tired or under the influence of alcohol, drugs or intoxicating medication. 
 8   do not use tyre dolly for any purpose other than that for which it is designed. 
 9   Before storing in safe area, ensure all parts are clean, free of grease and oil. 
 �   WarnIng: the warnings, cautions and instructions discussed in this instruction manual cannot cover all possible conditions and   

 situations that may occur. it must be understood that common sense and caution are factors which cannot be built into this product,   
 but must be applied by the operator.

2. i IntroductIon
 tyre storage/transport dolly ideal for use with up to eight tyres. four Ø75mm swivel tpr castors, one featuring a brake providing smooth  
 and quiet manoeuvrability around the workplace. the dolly has a load capacity of 136kg.

3. i specIFIcatIon
model no: .................................................................str006
overall size (w x d x h) ......................... 640 x 640 x 110mm
tyre capacity: ......................................................................8
maximum weight capacity ........................................... 136kg

4. asseMbly
 �   WarnIng! ensure that you read, understand and apply section 1 safety instructions.

4.1.   ensure that the swivel castors are securely assembled to the dolly using the supplied bolt set. 
 note: One of the four supplied castors features a braking mechanism. Ensure that this is fitted.
4.2.   if any parts are missing contact your sealey stockist.
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envIronMent protectIon
recycle unwanted materials instead of disposing of them as waste. all tools, accessories and packaging should be sorted, taken to 
a recycling centre and disposed of in a manner which is compatible with the environment. when the product becomes completely 
unserviceable and requires disposal, drain any fluids (if applicable) into approved containers and dispose of the product and fluids 
according to local regulations.

note: it is our policy to continually improve products and as such we reserve the right to alter data, specifications and component parts without prior 
notice.
Important: no liability is accepted for incorrect use of this product.
Warranty: guarantee is 12 months from purchase date, proof of which is required for any claim.

parts support is available for this product. to obtain a parts listing and/or diagram, please log on to  
www.sealey.co.uk, email sales@sealey.co.uk or telephone 01284 757500


